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Summary. — Based on classical electrodynamics the radiation emitted by axially
channeled electrons has been investigated by means of computer simulations. Using
the Doyle-Turner approximation for the atomic scattering factor and taking ther-
mal vibrations of atoms into account, we calculated the two-dimensional continuum
potential of the 〈110〉 crystallographic axis of a thin Ge single crystal. The trajecto-
ries, velocities and accelerations of electrons are obtained by solving the equations
of motion in three dimensions, and the spectral-angular distribution of radiation has
been calculated within classical approach.

PACS 61.80.Fe – Electron and positron radiation effects.
PACS 61.85.+p – Channeling phenomena (blocking, energy loss, etc.).

1. – Introduction

The physics of channeling radiation (CR) has been developed by many authors (see,
e.g. [1-4]). While the one-dimensional problem of planar CR is well understood, the
two-dimensional nature of axial channeling leads to more complicate phenomena. In
quantum-mechanical treatment, the channeled charged particle is considered to be bound
in the transverse electrostatic potential of the crystal axis or plane, and CR is emitted
due to spontaneous transitions between eigenstates of this potential. The classical model
considers channeling as coherent scattering by the crystal atoms ordered in strings and
planes, what enforces an oscillatory motion of channeled particles along the corresponding
string or plane. Since this oscillatory motion is an accelerated one in the rest frame of
the channeled particle, it emits electromagnetic CR.

In case of planar channeling at energies of tens of MeV, the number of bound states
is usually low, and calculations by means of the so-called many-beam formalism describe
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the experimental results rather accurately. Axial channeling at such energies, however,
is characterized by a relatively large number of quantum states of transverse motion.
Therefore, a classical approximation is appropriate and less complicate as well.

The present paper deals with the calculation of the two-dimensional continuous po-
tential of 〈110〉 crystallographic axis of a Ge single crystal using a Doyle-Turner ap-
proximation with taking the thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms into account. The
trajectories, velocities and accelerations of axially channeled electrons are obtained by
solving the equations for a 3D motion. In the framework of classical electrodynamics,
spectral-angular distributions of CR are obtained from Fourier transforms of real trajec-
tories, velocities and accelerations of the particles within the 3D crystal.

2. – Theory

Former computer simulations of CR from axially channeled electrons based on the
binary-collision approximation and classical electrodynamics [5, 6]. The electron trajec-
tories were assumed to be spiral windings around an atomic string. Then the equations
of motion in the transverse plane read

(1)
m

2
ρ̇2 + w(ρ) = E⊥, mφ̇ρ2 = Lz,

where ρ and φ are the polar coordinates of the particle with respect to the atomic string,
m is the relativistic mass, E⊥ is the transverse energy, Lz is the angular momentum,
w(ρ) is the effective potential

(2) w(ρ) = u(ρ) +
L2

z

2mρ2
,

and u(ρ) is the continuous potential of the atomic string (axis). Refering to [7], in first
approximation it may be written

(3) u(ρ) =
1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2

V (
√

ρ2 + z2)dz,

where V is the potential of interaction of the particle with a crystal atom, d is the spacing
of atoms in the row, and the z-axis is directed along the atomic string. The transverse
energy and angular momentum determined at the crystal entrance read

(4) E⊥ = u(ρin) +
p2
⊥in

2m
, Lz = p⊥inρin,

where p⊥in and ρin are the initial transverse momentum and the radius vector of the
entrance point. In this model, the continuous potential is approximated by a term
u(ρ) ∝ 1/ρ.

Since the longitudinal component of the velocity of relativistic electrons approaches
the speed of light, a crystallografic plane may assumed to be charged continuously. In the
axial continuum model, taking the direction ẑ along the channeling axis, the relativistic
equations of motion read

(5) γmẍ = −∂U(x, y)
∂x

, γmÿ = −∂U(x, y)
∂y

, γmz̈ = 0,
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where �r⊥ = xx̂ + yŷ and z are the transversal and longitudinal coordinates, respectively,
of the instantaneous particle position �r = �r⊥ + zẑ, γ is the Lorentz factor, m is the rest
mass of the electron, and U(x, y) is the continuous potential. The initial conditions are:
point of incidence �r⊥0 = x0x̂ + y0ŷ, transverse momentum �p⊥ = γm(ẋ0x̂ + ẏ0ŷ) with
|�p⊥| = pθ0 and θ0 being the angle of incidence with respect to the axis. The transverse
energy is defined by

(6) E⊥ =
1
2
γm(ẋ2 + ẏ2) + U(x0, y0) =

p2
⊥

2γm
+ U(x0, y0).

The expansion of the periodic potential into a Fourier series represents the most
general form of the continuous potential. It reads

(7) U(x, y) =
∑

ν�gm
ei�gm�r⊥ ,

where the sum is taken over all reciprocal lattice vectors �gm normal to ẑ. Using the
Doyle-Turner approach [8] for the electron-atom interaction, the Fourier coefficients ν�gm

may be written [9]

(8) ν�gm
= −2πa2

0

Vc

e2

a0

∑
ai exp

[
−1

4

(
bi

4π2
+ 2ρ2

th

)
|�gm|2

]
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

where Vc is the volume of unit cell, a0 is the Bohr radius, e is the electron charge, ai

and bi are tabulated coefficients [8], and ρth is the one-dimensional thermal vibration
amplitude. The accuracy and convergence of the potential depends on the number of
reciprocal lattice vectors normal to the axis considered.

Classical electrodynamics can be applied to calculate the CR spectrum, if the energy
of emitted photons is small compared to the primary electron energy. Then the spectral-
angular distribution of CR has the following form [3]:

(9)
d2E

dωdΩ
=

e2

4π2c

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ τ

0

ei(ωt−�k·�r)
�n ×

(
(�n − �β ) × �̇

β
)

(1 − �β · �n)2
dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

,

where c�β = �̇r(t) is the velocity of the particle, �r(t) = �vzt+�r⊥(t) is its trajectory, �k = ω�n/c
is the wave vector, �n is the unit vector defining the direction of photon emission, and
τ is the time the particle needs to pass through the crystal. In order to obtain the
CR spectrum, one only has to substitute into eq. (9) the trajectories, velocities and
accelerations of the electrons which may be obtained by solving eq. (5) numerically.
Since in a real experiment, a large number of particles enters the crystal at different
points of incidence, the total CR spectrum represents an average of the spectral-angular
distribution of radiation over all possible trajectories, i.e., over all points of incidence.

3. – Results of calculation

The present paper considers channeling of electrons of energy 119 MeV along the
〈110〉 crystallographic axis of a 1μm thick Ge single crystal. The continuous potential
viewed in this direction is shown in fig. 1. It is composed of two families of minima.
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Fig. 1. – Three-dimensional continuous potential in direction of the 〈110〉 crystallographic axis
of a Ge single crystal.

The spiraling motion of electrons entering the Ge crystal at different points of incidence
and channeling around the 〈110〉 axis can be seen in fig. 2. An example of transverse
trajectories, i.e., of the functions x(t) and y(t), for given initial conditions is displayed
in fig. 3.

The scatter plots presented in fig. 4 demonstrate the evolution of the angular distri-
bution of the electrons during their passage through a 10μm thick Ge crystal along two
atomic strings of the 〈110〉 axis.

The CR photon spectra emitted by the channeled electrons are strongly determined
by the angular momenta characterizing their trajectories. To illustrate this fact, two-
dimensional projections of the trajectories of channeled electrons are faced with the
associated photon spectra. If the electron trajectory is associated with a small angular
momentum, as demonstrated in fig. 5, the electron is deeply trapped within the axial
potential and performs a rosette-like motion. The corresponding photon spectrum con-
sists of two sharp and relatively intense peaks at dedicated energies. The case of medium
angular momentum is shown in fig. 6. Here the electron is successively scattered down
into the potential of a major axis, and, consequently, the emitted photon spectrum has
many peaks. The opposite case of large angular momentum in demonstrated in fig. 7.
The CR spectrum of such electrons is characterized by a broad and smooth distribution.

Since channeling may occur as for different points of incidence of the electrons into
the crystal as for a finite interval of angular momenta, the resulting spectrum of axial
CR may be simulated as an average over a sufficiently large number of different electron
trajectories (see fig. 8).

4. – Conclusions

Instead of the binary collision approximation adopted in previous works, the cal-
culation of the spectral-angular distribution of axial channeling radiation presented in
this paper is based upon the Doyle-Turner formalism and an expansion of the real two-
dimensional continuous potential of the 〈110〉 axis of a thin Ge single crystal into a
Fourier series. The trajectories, velocities and accelerations of electrons channeled along
this axis have been obtained from numerical solutions of the equations of motion in three
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Fig. 2. – Parametric plots of trajectories of channeled electrons for different points of incidence
into a 1 μm thick Ge crystal.

dimensions. Classical electrodynamics has been used to simulate the forward-directed
radiation from axially channeled electrons of energy 119 MeV. Typical spectral distribu-
tions of radiation contributions, which result from different types of electron trajectories,
are separately examined. The applied method is well suited for simulations of axial
channeling radiation spectra for moderate energies of channeled electrons and positrons.

Fig. 3. – Transverse trajectories x(t) and y(t) of channeled electrons entering the crystal at
x0 = 0.8 Å, y0 = 0.2 Å.
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Fig. 4. – Evolution of the angular distribution of axially channeled electrons on their path
through a 10 μm thick Ge crystal.
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Fig. 5. – Electron trajectory and associated CR intensity spectrum of forward-emitted photons
by electrons of energy 119 MeV at small angular momentum.

Fig. 6. – Electron trajectory and associated CR intensity spectrum of forward-emitted photons
by electrons of energy 119 MeV at medium angular momentum.

Fig. 7. – Electron trajectory and associated CR intensity spectrum of forward-emitted photons
by electrons of energy 119 MeV at large angular momentum.
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Fig. 8. – Spectral-angular distribution of axial CR from electrons of energy 119MeV channeled
along the 〈110〉 axis of a 1 μm thick Ge crystal.
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